Xcmg Crawler Crane Xgc100

Main parameters:
Max.lifting capacity: 100t
Main boom length: 19-73m
Jib length: 13-25m
Engine: SC8DK280Q3/QSC, 206/183kw
Dimension(L*W*H): 10.5×3.0×3.35m

Main configuration:
* Shangchai engine
* Cabin with air conditioner

Advantages of Xcmg Crawler Crane Xgc100

XCMG XGC100 is 100 ton crane, it is hydraulic crawler crane XCMG summing up years of product development, application based on the experience, according to market needs, launched in 2013 a new generation of products, which inherited the old product advantages at the same time, pay more attention to performance, easy disassembly transport, handling enhance comfort on; a whole new look, industry-leading lifting performance, sound and efficient self-disassembly functions, and many other advantages, give customers a new experience. Products can be used in all areas of capital construction of farmland and water conservancy construction, petrochemical, power engineering construction, iron and steel, nonferrous metals, coal and other resource exploration and construction, building construction, municipal construction, port construction.
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